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Abstract: Most existing diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) registration methods estimate structural corre-
spondences based on voxelwise matching of tensors. The rich connectivity information that is given by
DTI, however, is often neglected. In this article, we propose to integrate complementary information
given by connectivity features and tensor features for improved registration accuracy. To utilize connec-
tivity information, we place multiple anchors representing different brain anatomies in the image space,
and define the connectivity features for each voxel as the geodesic distances from all anchors to the voxel
under consideration. The geodesic distance, which is computed in relation to the tensor field, encapsu-
lates information of brain connectivity. We also extract tensor features for every voxel to reflect the local
statistics of tensors in its neighborhood. We then combine both connectivity features and tensor features for
registration of tensor images. From the images, landmarks are selected automatically and their correspond-
ences are determined based on their connectivity and tensor feature vectors. The deformation field that
deforms one tensor image to the other is iteratively estimated and optimized according to the landmarks
and their associated correspondences. Experimental results show that, by using connectivity features and
tensor features simultaneously, registration accuracy is increased substantially compared with the cases
using either type of features alone. Hum Brain Mapp 35:3529–3546, 2014. VC 2013 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.




Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) [Basser et al., 1994] pro-
vides a noninvasive way to probe the anisotropic water diffu-
sion patterns that are shaped by the architectures of brain
tissue microstructures. It has trigged enormous interest in
related researches for the last decades. However, comparison
of DTI data across individual subjects is often hindered by
improper alignment of brain structures. Inaccurate registra-
tion of diffusion tensor (DT) images causes analyses to be
erroneously performed based on mismatched structures,
leading to conclusions that are questionable. While accurate
DTI registration methods are clearly desirable, advancements
in this direction are challenged by the task of determining
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image features that can effectively guide alignment of micro-
structures in DT images.
Several DTI registration methods have been reported in
the literature. Tensors, due to their higher dimensionality,
are significantly more difficult to handle than scalar data.
The associated difficulty in evaluating tensor similarity and
determining tensor correspondence poses a major challenge
to DTI registration [Gee and Alexander, 2006]. To this end,
an intuitive and straightforward solution is to adapt scalar
image registration techniques for use with DT images. Park
et al. [2003], for instance, combine several channels of scalar
descriptors for each voxel (including T2-weighted image
intensity, fractional anisotropy, trace of tensor, eigenvalues,
etc.), and then apply the multichannel Demons algorithm to
estimate the deformation field between two DT images. A
similar strategy is also applied in Guimond et al. [2002].
Other approaches consider the entire tensor when detecting
correspondences between images [Alexander and Gee,
2000; Yan et al., 2006]. For example, Ruiz-Alzola et al. [2002]
optimized the tensor similarity between tensor images in
regions with high structural information and generated the
deformation field using kriging interpolation. Zhang et al.
[2006] performed matching based on the full tensor and
explicitly take into account the tensor re-orientation during
optimization. Yeo et al. [2008] developed a fast diffeomor-
phic DTI registration algorithm by computing the differen-
tial of the finite strain (FS) re-orientation with respect to the
Jacobian. Other similarity- or dissimilarity-measures for DTI
registration include mutual information (MI) [Rohde et al.,
2003; van Hecke et al., 2007], symmetrized Kullback-Leibler
(sKL) divergence [Chiang et al., 2008], and Geodesic-
Loxodromes [Irfanoglu et al., 2008].
Similar to scalar image registration, feature-based regis-
tration [Wu et al., 2006; Zacharaki et al., 2008; Shen et al.,
1999] provides an effective alternative in registering DTI
data. A feature vector, formed from multiple attributes of a
voxel, can better describe the voxel and help reduce match-
ing ambiguities in searching for its correspondence. The
improved voxel correspondences thus contribute to estimat-
ing a more accurate deformation field [Jia al., 2011; Verma
and Davatzikos, 2004]. Yang et al. [2008], for instance, use
prolateness, oblateness, and sphericity as tensor attributes.
A more recent method, TIMER [Yap et al., 2009], as well as
its improved variant F-TIMER [Yap et al., 2010], character-
izes each voxel using statistical features of the voxel neigh-
borhood. These features include the principal diffusivities
(PDs) of each tensor, PDs of the mean/variance tensor in
the neighborhood, and the fractional anisotropy (FA). For
better alignment of white matter structures, a set of distinc-
tive landmarks is automatically selected from the edges of
both the tensor field and the fractional anisotropy (FA)
image to help guide correspondence detection.
DTI reveals water molecule diffusion patterns in brain
tissues and provides a unique insight into brain connectiv-
ity. By utilizing tractography techniques, for example,
researchers are able to delineate neural pathways that
carry signals between individual brain anatomies [Mori
and van Zijl, 2002]. The rich connectivity information con-
veyed by DTI data can potentially be harnessed to
improve registration involved with DT images [Ingalhali-
kar et al., 2010; Li et al., 2009; Siless et al., 2012]. An early
effort to incorporate connectivity information into DTI
registration by Goodlett et al. [2006] applied a carefully
designed stencil on the FA map to detect fiber bundles as
tubular or sheet-like structures, from which features are
derived to encode connectivity information and further
steer registration. Ziyan et al. [2007] applied automatic
tractography clustering to individual datasets and estab-
lish correspondences between fiber bundles. They then uti-
lize the detected bundle correspondences for registration
and further model the deformation field between the two
DT images by polyaffine transformations. Although these
methods demonstrate that the connectivity information is
conducive to improve DTI registration, they unfortunately
ignore the important tensor information.
To efficiently combine both brain connectivity and local
tensor information for DTI registration, we previously pro-
posed a two-stage sequential registration framework in
Wang et al. [2011]. In the first tract-guided stage, we use
connectivity features derived from neural tracts to gener-
ate a coarse estimation of the low-resolution deformation
field. In the second tensor-guided stage, the deformation is
refined at high resolution by using tensor-derived features
[Yap et al., 2010]. To generate the connectivity features at
the first stage, we label several seed regions to indicate
core areas of individual major neural tracts in the brain
and then grow the seed regions along fibers identified by
tractography. The growing of each seed region results in
certain bundle pattern, which spans the whole brain. The
combination of bundle patterns defines the connectivity
features for each voxel. As we have shown in Wang et al.
[2011], connectivity features and tensor features carry com-
plementary information that describes brain structures at
different scales, thus benefiting registration by integrating
both of them. However, the two-stage design of Wang
et al. [2011] separates the contributions of connectivity and
tensor features into different stages. Specifically, the con-
nectivity information is restricted within low-resolution
registration only, while the counterpart tensor features act
their roles only in the high-resolution stage. The arbitrary
separation undermines the capability to exploit both types
of features to further improve DTI registration.
To address the limitations in Wang et al. [2011], we
present a new DTI registration framework utilizing con-
nectivity and tensor features simultaneously for the esti-
mation of voxelwise correspondences in an adaptive
fashion. In particular, we generate the connectivity fea-
tures by automatically placing two sets of corresponding
anchors in the image spaces of both the template and the
subject, respectively. We then evaluate the geodesic dis-
tance, with respect to the tensor field, from an anchor to
every voxel by using fast marching [Sethian, 1996]. For
each voxel, the connectivity features consist of the distance
measures from all anchors to the voxel itself, which can be
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used to tell the voxel apart from others. At the same time,
we employ tensor features that reflect the local statistics
within the neighborhood of each voxel [Yap et al., 2010]. A
set of landmarks that is crucial to accurate DTI registration
is then selected. Each landmark seeks for its correspondence
that is most similar to the landmark according to their
extracted features. For increased robustness, we adopt the
soft correspondence strategy [Chui and Rangarajan, 2003],
where each landmark is assigned probabilistically to multi-
ple matching candidates of correspondences. By refining
correspondence information of the selected landmarks itera-
tively, the deformation field that warps the subject to the
template can be obtained. After warping the subject to the
template space, we finally re-orient the tensors based on the
principal diffusion directions for achieving consistency of
local connectivity pattern [Xu et al., 2003].
Major improvements in the new method include:
1. In contrast to our previous work in Wang et al.
[2011], both the connectivity features and the tensor
features are utilized for the estimation of the defor-
mation field simultaneously. The resolution barrier
between the two types of features in contributing to
registration is removed.
2. Besides calculating the connectivity features more pre-
cisely and efficiently, we propose an adaptive weight-
ing mechanism that focuses only on reliable entries in
the connectivity feature vector. The new strategy
improves the accuracy in evaluating voxel similarity in
terms of connectivity features, thus leading to more
reliable correspondence detection for landmarks.
3. We rely on automatically selected landmarks and
their associated correspondence information to esti-
mate the deformation field in DTI registration. The
new matching scheme of the proposed algorithm can
better utilize all voxel features, compared with Wang
et al. [2011], to enhance registration performances.
In what follows, we detail the proposed method and
demonstrate its performances. The connectivity features
and the tensor features are introduced in “Connectivity Fea-
tures and Tensor Features” section, while the design of the
registration framework that utilizes both features simultane-
ously is described in “Registration Framework” section. We
show that the new method can improve registration per-
formances substantially in “Experimental Results” section,
followed by “Conclusion and Discussion” section.
CONNECTIVITY FEATURES AND TENSOR
FEATURES
The objective of this work is to simultaneously employ
connectivity features and tensor features for DTI registra-
tion. Well-performing features are essentially important to
the proposed method. Thus, in the next, we will describe
how both types of features are to be computed.
Connectivity Features
The term connectivity refers to the spatial relationship
between voxels in the context of brain tissue diffusivity.
Assuming that a number of anchors have been placed in
the image space, we define the connectivity features of
each voxel as the geodesic distances from all anchors to
the voxel under consideration. For the voxel x, the meas-
urements of the distances are arranged into the connectivity
feature vector ~c xð Þ, where each entry corresponds to an
individual anchor. We further argue that the connectivity
features are capable to identify a specific voxel from
others. In Figure 1, for example, the unique position of the
red point in 3D Euclidean space can be determined with
respect to (up to) four fixed anchors that are colored in
blue, once the distance from the red point to each anchor
(i.e., d1 to d4) are known. In other words, the distances
between the anchors and the red point, or the connectivity
features for the red point, represent a unique descriptor of
the location of the point.
Given a voxel in the template image and its correspon-
dence in the subject space, the similarity between their con-
nectivity features is expected to be high [Wang et al., 2011].
To guarantee that the connectivity features are practically
feasible and the evaluation of feature similarity is precise,
we need to tackle two issues: (1) placement of anchors and
(2) calculation of distances from the anchors to each voxel.
Since the template voxel under consideration and its subject
correspondence are located in the two different image
spaces, their connectivity features are acquired by referring
to a different set of anchors for each image space. The in-
between correspondences of the two sets of anchors in both
the template and the subject spaces are required, in order
to assure that the connectivity features of the two voxels
under consideration are comparable, even though the two
anchor sets are placed independently.
For robustness against possible errors in anchor place-
ment, multiple anchors are deployed in both the template
and the subject image spaces. The placement of anchors is
guided by brain anatomy to assure approximate
Figure 1.
Given four fixed anchors (blue, d1 to d4), the unique location
for a point (red) in the three-dimensional Euclidean space can
be determined if its distances to the anchors are known. [Color
figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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correspondences between pairs of anchors in each image.
On basis of these automatically placed anchors, we then
compute the connectivity features, which are composed by
the geodesic distances from all anchors to the voxels, as
determined by the connectivity information provided by
the tensor fields. To further alleviate influences from the
wrongly placed anchors, we select a subset of anchors
whose correspondences are more reliable and assign to
them with varying weights prior to evaluating the similar-
ity upon connectivity features of individual voxels. The
similarity between two voxels in the template and the sub-
ject images can finally be calculated according to their
weighted connectivity features.
Anchor placement
It is necessary to maintain (approximate) correspondences
between pairs of anchors in the template and the subject
images. Though manual placement of landmarks provides
a possible solution, such a task becomes intractable for large
datasets. Therefore, we adopt an automated approach
guided by brain anatomy for landmark placement. Specifi-
cally, we first register the JHU-EVE atlas [Mori et al., 2008]
(hereafter referred to as the atlas) to the template and sub-
ject images independently by aligning the FA maps via
affine scalar image registration (i.e., FLIRT [Jenkinson and
Smith, 2001] followed by diffeomorphic Demons [Vercaute-
ren et al., 2009]. On the basis of estimated deformations, we
then warp the white matter parcellation map (WMPM) that
comes with the atlas to parcellate the template and subject
images. Of 130 available ROIs labeled by the atlas, we use
52 cortical regions (including their adjacent superficial
whiter matter areas) and 56 deep white matter regions
[Mori et al., 2008]. These ROIs are associated with the path-
ways of brain white matter tracts, thus enabling us to inves-
tigate the connectivity information from them to other
voxels. To represent each warped ROI, we further define
the anchor as the center of gravity of the ROI weighted by
the FA values within the ROI. In associating an anchor
with an ROI, we are able to correlate the anchor with a spe-
cific anatomical meaning. Thus we have established approx-
imate correspondences between pairs of anchors across the
template and the subject.
Connectivity feature calculation
To obtain the connectivity features for a certain voxel, we
need to calculate the geodesic distances from all anchors to
the voxel in the context of the tensor field. We assume that
each anchor is tightly encircled by a closed interface. Then,
we apply the fast marching [Sethian, 1996] method to prop-
agate the interface outward by referring to the tensor field.
The propagation expands the volume inside the interface,
as more voxels are gradually swamped by the evolving
interface. This process of anisotropic propagation eventually
results in a time arrival map, which records the time that
the interface takes to depart from its starting position and
reach each individual voxel. The time value associated with
each voxel is taken as the geodesic distance from the spe-
cific anchor to the voxel.
The time arrival map in fast marching is generated by
solving the Eikonal equation vrs51 in the image space.
Here v indicates the velocity of the anisotropic propagation
on the interface, and s records the time that the interface
takes to arrive at a specific location. Similar to Wang et al.
[2012], the propagation is constrained to be always perpen-
dicular to the evolving interface, or parallel to the surface
normal. However, in contrast to Wang et al. [2012], we
derive the velocity v from the tensor field to reflect brain
connectivity directly. Denoting the interface unit normal as
~n and the local tensor as W, we define v5~n’ W ~n and
then update a local patch of the time arrival map accord-
ingly. To prevent the interface from entering low-FA
regions where connectivity information is unreliable, the
propagation velocity v is set to zero if the FA value drops
below 0.2. We have implemented the high-order 3D lattice
operator [Bærentzen, 2001] and the multistencil strategy
[Hassouna and Farag, 2007] for more efficient and accurate
computation of the time arrival map in fast marching.
The procedure above is performed independently on
the 108 (552 1 56) anchors to generate their individual
time arrival maps. Note that all datasets (including both
template and subject) are linearly aligned already by
applying affine registration to their FA maps. As the
result, the scale issue of the template and the subject
images is not necessary to be considered in the stage of
deformable registration. We also require the propagation
process to abort only when the interface has encircled all
possible volume (i.e., with FA values higher than the des-
ignated threshold) in the image space. After the time
arrival maps are rescaled to the range [0,1] independ-
ently, the connectivity features of two voxels in the tem-
plate and the subject are comparable with respect to two
sets of anchors underlined by identical anatomies, that is,
the same set of ROIs.
For each voxel, we collect a connectivity feature vector,
where each entry corresponds to the rescaled geodesic dis-
tance from a specific anchor to the voxel. Figure 2 shows
examples of the time arrival maps with respect to two
anchors. The first row of Figure 2 shows five consecutive
FA slices from a DTI dataset. The anchor representing the
right superior frontal gyrus (R-SFG) and its time arrival
map are shown in Figure 2B. In Figure 2C, we show the
results for the anchor associated with the left superior
frontal gyrus (L-SFG). All features combined allow us to
evaluate the similarity between two voxels.
Similarity evaluation of connectivity features
We define the two sets of anchors as
ZT5 zTi ; i51;    ;M
 
in the template image space and
ZS5 zSi ; i51;    ;M
 
in the subject space. The connectivity
feature vector for the voxel x in the template is denoted by
~c xð Þ5 cx;i; i51;    ;M
 
, where cx;i corresponds to the entry
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associated with zTi in the template space. Similarly, the
counterpart feature vector for the voxel x̂ in the subject
space, which is the correspondence to x, is signified by its
feature vector ~c x̂ð Þ5 cx̂;i; i51;    ;M
 
. As all entries in the
feature vectors are scaled and comparable, the similarity
between the connectivity features of voxels x and x̂ can be
simply calculated as 2jj~c xð Þ2~c x̂ð Þjj2. This similarity evalu-
ation, however, suffers from two drawbacks: (1) all entries
are treated equally while the reliability of the correspond-
ences between certain pairs of anchors is questionable; and
(2) the lengthy feature vector causes high but redundant
computational loads. For example, an anchor representing
the gravity center for a certain ROI can possibly be placed
into low-FA (i.e., FA< 0.2) area such that the associated
connectivity features are non-helpful to voxel similarity
evaluation and image registration. As a remedy, we adopt
the following adaptive weighting strategy, illustrated in
Figure 3, for more accurate voxel similarity evaluation
upon the connectivity features.
We aim to estimate the posterior probability
p x; x̂j~c xð Þ;~c x̂ð Þð Þ. The reliability, or the confidence, of the
correspondence between x and x̂ is related to the agreement
of their connectivity features ~c xð Þ and ~c x̂ð Þ. It is worth not-
ing that, for a specific pair of anchors in the subject and the
template images, the confidence of their in-between corre-
spondence is assumed to be independent of all other pairs
of anchors. That is, pðzTi ; zSi Þ is independent of pðzTj ; zSj Þ.
Moreover, we avoid imposing any arbitrary priors to
anchors and the connectivity features, as the potential errors
in placing individual anchors are largely unknown.
For a given template voxel x and its correspondence x̂
in the subject (both indicated by red dots in Fig. 3), only
entries cx;i and c x̂ ;i in their connectivity feature vectors are
related with the specific i-th pair of anchors zTi and z
S
i
(both as green colored dots). As the result, we are capable
to acquire p cx;i; c x̂ ;ijx; x̂; zTi ; zSi
 
as
p cx;i; c x̂ ;ijx; x̂; zTi ; zSi
 
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The equation above is valid in that the confidences
related with x, x̂ and zTi , z
S
i are independent. Intuitively,
the probability p cx;i; c x̂;ijx; x̂; zTi ; zSi
 
captures the dis-
agreement between cx;i and c x̂ ;i, both of which are
observable connectivity features for x and x̂. Given x, x̂
and zTi , z
S
i as two respective pairs of well-determined cor-
respondences, the disagreement of cx;i and c x̂;i is
expected to vanish. Therefore, we further use a simple
Gaussian to empirically model the disagreement between
cx;i and c x̂;i as
p cx;i; c x̂;ijx; x̂; zTi ; zSi
 





where r can be calculated as the standard deviation (STD)
of the errors between all observable pairs of cx;i and c x̂ ;i.
Figure 2.
(A) Five consecutive FA slices from a single DT image. Time arrival maps with respect to (B)
right superior frontal gyrus (R-SFG) and (C) left superior frontal gyrus (L-SFG). Both anchors
are marked by arrows. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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From Figure 3, we conclude intuitively that the disagree-
ment between cx;i and c x̂;i is dependent on (1) the confi-
dence of the correspondence between zTi and z
S
i (indicated
by the green dashed curve); and (2) the correspondence
confidence between x and x̂ (indicated by the red dashed
curve). The conclusion can also be drawn from the
maximum-likelihood (ML) setting according to the Bayes-
ian rule. By ignoring priors to individual anchors and their
associated connectivity features, we have
p x; x̂j~c xð Þ;~c x̂ð Þð Þ / p ~c xð Þ;~c x̂ð Þjx; x̂ð Þ / p cx;i; c x̂ ;ijx; x̂
 
: (3)
We further regard p cx;i; c x̂ ;ijx; x̂
 
as an observed mea-
sure toward to the to-be-estimated confidence
p x; x̂j~c xð Þ;~c x̂ð Þð Þ.
By combining Eqs. (1) and (2), plugging Eq. (3) to the
right side of Eq. (1), and replacing x, x̂ with another pair
of anchors zTj ; z
S
j (j 6¼ i) (blue in Fig. 3), immediately we
have the following



















It is worth noting that the symmetric form of Eq. (4) is
slightly different due to the nonclosed form in evaluating
connectivity features (c.f., green and blue arrows between
zTi and z
S




j ). In particular, we have












































Equation (6) finally yields the overcomplete linear sys-
tem that incorporates all pairs of i and j. In order to esti-
mate the optimal qi and its equivalent






, we have followed the least-square
rule. That is, from Eq. (6), we conclude that qi and qj
















































s:t: qi  0; 8i:
(8)
The first term in Eq. (8) reflects the equality constraint
in Eq. (7). We have appended the ‘1-norm regularization
term 2g
X
i51;;M jqij in order to penalize the number of
anchors whose calculated confidences are high. By increas-
ing the positive scalar g, fewer anchors remain effective, in
turn causing the connectivity feature vector to become
sparser. In this way, only reliable anchors will be pre-
served as active, and the computational loads in estimat-
ing voxel similarities will then be reduced. Generally, the
optimization problem in Eq. (8) can be solved via quad-
ratic programming, for which we use CVXOPT1. After the
confidence of every pair of anchors has been calculated,
we finally define the weighted similarity between voxels x
and x̂ in terms of their connectivity features as
Figure 3.
Illustration of calculating the confidence for each pair of anchors.
The error between connectivity features cx,i for x and ĉx,i for x̂
depends on (1) p (zi
T, zi
S) that indicates the confidence of the
correspondence between anchors zi
T and zi
S; (2) p(x, x̂) that indi-
cates the confidence of the correspondence between voxels x
and x̂. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
1The CVXOPT distribution is accessible at http://abel.ee.
ucla.edu/cvxopt.
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Besides the connectivity features introduced above, we
incorporate tensor features directly for accurate DTI regis-
tration. We use the tensor features applied in Yap et al.
[2009, 2010], which are comprised of three parts, including
regional features, geometrical features, and edge features:
 The regional features account for the appearances of ten-
sors for a certain voxel and its neighbors. They are calcu-
lated as the eigenvalues, or principal diffusivities (PDs),
of the mean and the variance tensors computed using
the Log-Euclidean metric [Arsigny et al., 2006] from the
tensors in the neighborhood of the centered voxel.
 The geometrical features focus on the individual tensors.
They consist of the FA and PDs (in descending order)
of the tensor for a given location.
 Extracting edge information is crucial for accurate
alignment of tissue boundaries. Two types of edges,
one directly from tensors, and the other from the FA
map, are extracted to produce the edge features. The
Canny operator is used for detection of both types of
edges. The tensor edges are acquired using the loga-
rithmic space [Arsigny et al., 2006]. More details on
the detection of tensor edges and FA edges can be
found in Yap et al. [2009].
We normalize each entry in the tensor feature vector to
the range [0,1] independently. Thus, all entries of the ten-
sor features are comparable and can be equally treated. In
particular, for the template voxel y and its correspon-
dence ŷ in the subject space, we denote their tensor fea-
ture vectors as ~t yð Þ and ~t ŷð Þ, respectively. Then, the
similarity between the two voxels y and ŷ in terms of their
tensor features is computed as
St y; ŷð Þ52jj~t yð Þ2~t ŷð Þjj2: (10)
REGISTRATION FRAMEWORK
Given the connectivity features and tensor features, we
are able to evaluate similarities between voxels and iden-
tify voxel correspondences. The detected voxel corre-
spondences between the template and the subject are then
utilized for the estimation of the deformation field that
warps the moving subject to the space of the fixed tem-
plate. The deformed tensors are re-oriented in the final
step to achieve consistent structures for local connectivity
[Xu et al., 2003].
To design an efficient registration framework, we follow
the widely applied iterative matching strategy in feature-
based registration similar to Yap et al. [2009, 2010]. In
every iteration, we first select a subset of voxels as land-
marks that are crucial to accurate registration of DT
images. Correspondences of the selected landmarks are
then detected according to their calculated features. On
the basis of selected landmarks and their tentative corre-
spondences, we are able to estimate a dense incremental
field that refines the overall deformation field iteratively.
The procedure above is repeated until that the overall
deformation field can accurately warp the subject image to
the template.
Selection of Landmarks
Although multiple features provide better capabilities to
characterize individual voxels, it is still challenging to
identify correspondences for all voxels in the image space.
Moreover, the computational load that comes with corre-
spondence detection for every voxel can also be formida-
ble. With these constraints in mind, we select a subset of
landmark voxels in our method and restrict correspon-
dence detection to the selected landmarks only. The subset
of selected landmarks consists of voxels that are most
important to image registration, thus helping to estimate a
reliable deformation field. The limited size of the land-
mark subset, compared with the size of the images to be
registered, also significantly reduces computational loads.
We argue that the most important voxels to image regis-
tration are located at transitions of image textures, or edges
of features. As the result, a voxel is more likely to be
selected as a landmark if (1) the possibility that the voxel
lays on feature edges is higher or (2) the voxel is closer to
the edges. In order to select landmarks, we use the Canny
operator to detect feature edges for both the template and
the subject images. Specifically, we apply Canny edge
detection on a map, which is created by integrating all
entries in the connectivity feature vector, to detect the
edges of connectivity features. For tensor features, the
accompanying edge information, which consists of FA
edge and tensor edge, has been computed as parts of the
tensor feature vector described in “Tensor Features” sec-
tion. The magnitudes of edge responses from Canny edge
detection are then smoothed in the Gaussian manner to
indicate the likelihoods of individual voxels for being
qualified as landmarks. Finally, we apply the random sam-
pling strategy [Wang et al., 2010] to collect enough land-
marks according to their likelihoods.
We show an example slice of the landmark likelihoods
associated with connectivity features in Figure 4B. The cor-
responding landmarks, referred to as C-type landmarks,
are colored in red in Figure 4A. The counterpart blue land-
marks in Figure 4A are selected based on their relationship
with edges from the tensor feature vector. Therefore, we
refer to these as T-type landmarks. The likelihoods for
determining the T-type landmarks are shown in Figure
4C,D. In particular, Figure 4C depicts smoothed edge
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responses from FA values, while Figure 4D is for the ten-
sor edges. The number of both C-type and T-type land-
marks in total accounts for 20% of the brain volume size
in the beginning of registration; this percentile gradually
increases to 50% until the registration process terminates.
Note that we have down-sampled the subset of landmarks
in Figure 4A for clearer visualization.
Estimation of the Deformation Field
The task of image registration is to find the deformation
field / that associates the voxel p in the template space to
its correspondence p̂5/ pð Þ in the subject space. The esti-
mated deformation field matches the selected landmarks
to their correspondences in terms of the connectivity fea-
tures and the tensor features. Therefore, we aim to maxi-
mize the objective function
F /;X;Yð Þ5Sim X X;/ð Þ1Sim Y Y;/ð Þ2Reg /ð Þ; (11)
where X5 xi; i51;    ;N cf g is the set of the C-type land-
marks, and Y5 yj; j51;    ;N t
n o
is the set of T-type land-
marks The first term on the right side of Eq. (11) measures
the similarities between the C-type landmarks and their
correspondences, while the second term accounts for the
other T-type landmarks. The two terms evaluate the total
similarities contributed from all C-type and T-type land-












by using Eqs. (9) and (10). The term Reg /ð Þ in Eq. (11)
measures the irregularity of the deformation field and
imposes the smoothness constraint that is desirable in
image registration.
It is difficult to optimize the objective function in Eq.
(11) directly since the problem is under the high dimen-
sional setting. As an alternative, we split the optimization
into two iterative steps [Yap et al., 2009, 2010]:
1. Tentatively fix the deformation field /, and update
correspondences for landmarks xif g and yj
n o
by
searching for the correspondence of each given land-
mark in the local neighborhood. We allow detection
of soft correspondences [Chui and Rangarajan, 2003]
between landmarks for greater robustness. This
results in an incremental displacement u pð Þ, which
assigns the landmark p to its updated correspon-
dence following p̂  / pð Þ1u pð Þ.
2. Given the incremental displacements associated with
the landmarks, we compute a regularized incremental
deformation D/ and update / following / /1D/.
The smoothness constraint is imposed when estimat-
ing the incremental D/. The constraint thus results in
the fluid-style regularization on the overall deforma-
tion field /, which fulfills the smoothness regulariza-
tion term Reg /ð Þ in Eq. (11).
These two steps will be iterated until convergence when
the incremental deformation D/ vanishes, or when the
number of iterations has been exhausted.
Updating the correspondences
Tentatively fixing the deformation field /, the corre-
spondence of a certain C-type landmark xi is updated
from / xið Þ to the new location / xið Þ1u xið Þ. The incremen-
tal displacement u xið Þ is determined by maximizing the
similarity between xi and the new correspondence candi-
date, or simply Sc xi;/ xið Þ1u xið Þð Þ. Similarly, we can deter-
mine the optimal incremental displacement u yj
 
for the
T-type landmark yj as the displacement that maximizes
Figure 4.
C-type landmarks and T-type landmarks are colored in red and blue, respectively, in (A). The C-
type landmarks are randomly sampled according to the likelihoods in (B), which is related to
edge responses from the connectivity features. The T-type landmarks are sampled from the likeli-
hood maps in (C) and (D), which correspond to FA edges and tensor edges, respectively. [Color
figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]






. However, the process of assigning
the landmark to a single correspondence might be vulner-
able to high noise in the image data. As the result, we
allow multiple correspondences for each landmark [Chui
and Rangarajan, 2003]. We define p ujp;/ð Þ to model the
probabilities for the landmark p to choose its incremental
displacement and the accompanying correspondence. The
probability is proportional to the gain of the similarity
associated with each possible displacement. Moreover, the
landmark p can only search for its correspondence within
the neighborhood of / pð Þ, implying that higher magnitude
of the displacement is less favored and should be penal-
ized. Therefore, we define the probability model p ujp;/ð Þ
for both the C-type and the T-type landmarks by










u yj 2=r2N :
(13)
Here rN is a parameter that controls the range in search-
ing for landmark correspondences.
Although multiple correspondences are allowed, it is
shown in [Chui and Rangarajan, 2003] that the optimal
correspondence for each landmark can be approximated
by the expected mean displacement. As the result, we cal-
culate the expected displacement u pð Þ5
ð
u pð Þp ujp;/ð Þdu
for each landmark and assign the landmark p to its best
correspondence candidate / pð Þ1u pð Þ accordingly. Infor-
mation of the selected landmarks and their correspond-
ences will be utilized later for the estimation of the
deformation field /.
Updating the deformation field
The incremental deformation field D/ is estimated from
the incremental displacements u by observing the follow-
ing criteria:
1. The incremental deformation should reflect closely
the updated landmark correspondences;
2. The incremental deformation field should be smooth.









Equation (14) aims to interpolate the dense field D/
that approximates incremental displacements of all land-
marks and satisfies the smoothness regularization












where GD/ is a Gaussian kernel for imposing the smooth-
ness constraint Reg D/ð Þ and  denotes the convolution
operation [Vercauteren et al., 2009]. Other interpolation
techniques including sophisticated basis functions (e.g.,
thin-plate-splines [Bookstein, 1989; Chui and Rangarajan,
2003]) are also applicable here.
After D/ is computed, the overall deformation field is
updated as / /1D/. The updated deformation will be
used to initiate a new iteration of correspondence detec-
tion. Although we have used a simple way to compose
incremental deformations, other more sophisticated
schemes can also be used, e.g., updating / in the diffeo-
morphic setting by following / /8exp D/ð Þ [Vercauteren
et al., 2009].
It is worth noting that the weighting factors for individ-
ual terms on the right sides of Eqs. (11) and (14) are inten-
tionally ignored. The strength of the regularization term
Reg /ð Þ or Reg D/ð Þ can practically be controlled by speci-
fying parameters for the Gaussian kernel GD/ in Eq. (15).
To address the balance issue between contributions from
the C-type and the T-type landmarks, we control the
respective amounts of landmarks (i.e., N c and N t) instead
of setting explicit weighting factors to Sim X X;/ð Þ and
Sim Y Y;/ð Þ in Eq. (11). As in Wang et al. [2011], the con-
nectivity features can provide more robust estimation of
the deformation field especially in the early stages of DTI
registration, while the tensor features are better utilized
for subtle refinement to correspondence detection of land-
marks in latter registration stages. To this end, we have
empirically associated the amounts of landmarks, N c and
N t, with the progress of registration. In particular, the
number of C-type landmarks, or N c, is high in the begin-
ning. As registration proceeds, the ratio N c= N c1N tð Þ
drops gradually while the contributions from the T-type
landmarks, whose amount is N t, are more emphasized.
Note that the total amount of all landmarks (i.e., N c1N t)
still increases according to “Selection of Landmarks” sec-
tion when registration progresses, as more landmarks are
necessary for accurate estimation of the deformation field
especially when registration approaches completion.
We apply the multiresolution registration scheme in this
work. Two different resolutions are used upon our data
(i.e., size: 128 3 128 3 80, spacing: 2 3 2 3 2 mm3). The
low-resolution deformation field is estimated from down-
sampled DTI data, and then refined at the high resolution.
Both connectivity features and tensor features are calcu-
lated only in the beginning of each resolution for the sake
of computation cost. After warping the subject image to
the template based on the estimated deformation field, the
deformed tensors need to be re-orientated in relation to
the deformation so that consistency of local connectivity
pattern can be preserved. In particular, we use the tensor
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re-orientation algorithm that is reported in Xu et al. [2003].
It is worth noting that other methods [e.g., Alexander
et al., 2001] for DT image warping could also be applied
in this step.
Summary
We briefly summarize the proposed method as follows,
with the flowchart in Figure 5:
1. Warp the atlas to the template and the subject
images, respectively, to place the anchors;
2. Calculate the time arrival map with respect to each anchor,
and generate the connectivity features for all voxels;
3. Calculate the tensor features for all voxels;
4. Select the set of landmarks, which will guide the esti-
mation of the deformation field;
5. Update the correspondences for all landmarks;
6. Compute the incremental deformation field, and
refine the overall deformation;
7. Loop from Step 4 until convergence, then output the
deformation field;
8. Deform the subject image, and re-orient the deformed
tensors accordingly.
Also, we provide several important parameters of our
method in Table I. The first two parameters, including g in
Eq. (8) and the number of loops during the iterative opti-
mization, will be further evaluated in the following experi-
ments (“Synthetic Dataset” section). As discussed in
“Estimation of the Deformation Field” section, we require
balance between the strengths of the connectivity features
and the tensor features by controlling N c and N t empiri-
cally. For each landmark, a locality constraint is intro-
duced for the search of its correspondences such that a
valid correspondence can only be acquired within the
Figure 5.
Flowchart of the proposed method.
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radius of rN . The value of rN is initially high (at seven
voxels in the first iteration of registration) and gradually
decreases (to one voxel in the last iteration). The reasoning
for this is that each landmark should become closer to its
correspondence during the progression of image registra-
tion. The maximum search range for correspondence
detection can be decreased accordingly. Similarly, the
sigma of GD/, which regulates the smoothness of the incre-
mental field as in Eq. (15), is defined to be equal with rN .
In particular, we have followed the same setting as Yap
et al. [2009] for rN and the sigma of GD/.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We applied the proposed method to both real and syn-
thetic datasets and evaluated its performance. We also
compared the new method with state-of-the-art
approaches including DTI-TK [Zhang et al., 2006], F-
TIMER [Yap et al., 2010] and our previous two-stage
sequential registration method [Wang et al., 2011]. Among
them, DTI-TK works on the tensor fields directly, with
simultaneous consideration of tensor reorientation. F-
TIMER utilizes tensor features to establish correspond-
ences between voxels in the subject image and the tem-
plate image. The sequential method divides the
registration process into two stages, where the connectivity
features and the tensor features are subsequently consid-
ered. In the proposed method, both types of features are
simultaneously considered for DT image registration.
Quantitative comparisons show that the proposed method
yields substantially improved registration performance.
Real Dataset
We acquired 15 DT images for the use in validation (Sie-
mens Allegra scanner, b 5 2,000 s/mm2, flip angle 5 90,
TR/TE 5 13,649/82 ms, matrix 128 3 128, FoV 256 3 256
mm2, slice thickness 2 mm, 80 contiguous slices). Partici-
pants consisted of 10 male and 5 female healthy adults
(age, 29.4 6 3.2 years). All datasets were preprocessed by
normalizing their FA maps to a common space via FLIRT
[Jenkinson and Smith, 2001]. After selecting each image as
the template in turn, we register all other 14 images to the
template by using the methods listed above. Within each
pair of template and registered images, we then calculated
the in-between voxelwise tensor distances following the
Log-Euclidean metric [Arsigny et al., 2006]. In particular,
the distance between two tensors W1 and W2 is calculated
by
dist W1;W2ð Þ5jjlog W12log W2jjF ; (16)
where |  |F indicates the matrix Frobenius norm. The
average tensor distances in certain areas (i.e., white matter
and gray matter) act as alignment accuracy indicators
between DT images.
The average tensor distances associated with white mat-
ter and gray matter after registration by DTI-TK, F-TIMER,
the sequential method, and the proposed method are listed
in Table II. In white-matter area, the proposed method
reduces the tensor distance by 9% compared with DTI-TK,
35% compared with F-TIMER, and 24% compared with
the sequential method. Similarly, for gray matter, the pro-
posed method reduces the tensor distance by 3%, 30%,
and 20%, respectively. The decreases in average tensor dis-
tances are statistically significant (p< 0.05) when compared
with either F-TIMER or the sequential method. The low-
ered tensor distance suggests that the proposed method is
capable of achieving DTI registration with higher
accuracy.
We further compute tract distances after registering the
subject images with the template via individual methods.
In particular, we manually delineated 18 major neural
TABLE I. Major parameters in the proposed method
Parameters Low resolution High resolution Note
g [Eq. (8)] 100 100 Regulate the number of anchors
that contribute active connec-
tivity features
Number of iterations 12 12
N c1N t Linearly and iteratively increase (20% of the brain volume in
the first iteration, and 50% in the last)
Regulate the overall number of
two types of landmarks
N c
N c1N tð Þ Linearly and iteratively decrease (1.0 in the first iteration, and
0.0 in the last)
Regulate the ratio between the
two types of landmarks
rN [Eq. (13)] Linearly and iteratively decrease (7 voxels in the first
iteration, and 1 voxel in the last)
Regulate the range for corre-
spondence detection of
landmarks
Sigma of GD/ [Eq. (15)] Equal with rN Regulate the kernel GD/ for the
sake of the smoothness of D/
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tracts shared among the images and then compared the
distances between pairs of tracts in the template as well as
for each warped subject. We apply the tractography
method known as FACT [Jiang et al., 2006] for fiber track-
ing. Fibers passing through certain regions of interest
(ROIs) are grouped and compared. The seeding threshold
of FA in fiber tracking is 0.3, while fibers terminate at the
FA threshold 0.2. A maximum turning angle of 30 is
allowed. All fibers are restricted to the length range 40–
400 mm. ROIs for tract extraction are drawn manually in
the template space. Examples of tracts from the template,
a randomly selected subject before registration, and the
subject after registration via the proposed method are
annotated in Figure 6, respectively. Note that only tracts
on the right hemisphere are shown for convenience. For
the subject prior to registration, the ROIs are transferred
from the template to its own space, for the sake of tract
extraction, by registering the FA maps of the two images.


















where A and B indicate the fiber bundles extracted from
the template and subject images, respectively, and
dist Ai;Bj
 
is a pairwise distance between fibers Ai 2 A
and Bi 2 B. The pairwise distance between fibers is
defined as the mean of the closest distance for every point
of two fibers [Gerig et al., 2004]. The tract distances aver-
aged over all subjects yield by the four registration meth-
ods are plotted in Figure 7. Among all 18 bundles, the
proposed method achieves the lowest residual tract dis-
tance in 14 tracts. The overall distances for the proposed
method, DTI-TK, F-TIMER, and the sequential method are
1.451 mm, 1.824 mm, 1.608 mm, and 1.511 mm,
respectively.
Synthetic Dataset
We further evaluated the performance of the proposed
method on a synthetic dataset and gauged its accuracy in
estimating the deformation fields. In particular, we warp
the FA map of a randomly selected image from “Real
Dataset” section onto another FA map via scalar image
registration (i.e., FLIRT [Jenkinson and Smith, 2001] fol-
lowed by diffeomorphic Demons [Vercauteren et al.,
2009]) in order to acquire a real deformation. The deforma-
tion field, which acts as the ground truth for evaluation,
deforms the selected DT image to generate the realistic
synthetic dataset. To evaluate alignment accuracy in DTI
registration, we register the original selected image to the
TABLE II. Average tensor distances
DTI-TK F-TIMER Sequential method Proposed method
White matter 0.045 6 0.007 0.063 6 0.010 0.054 6 0.009 0.041 6 0.007
Gray matter 0.104 6 0.013 0.145 6 0.016 0.127 6 0.016 0.101 6 0.015
Figure 6.
Exemplar tracts for comparing images of (a) the template, (b) a randomly selected input subject,
and (c) the warped subject after registration via the proposed methods. [Color figure can be
viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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simulated image that acts as template. The estimated
deformation field by different registration methods can
then be compared to the ground truth. We run the proce-
dure above for 15 times and test individual registration
methods on all cases. Note that our approach of simula-
tion and evaluation avoids the potential errors involved in
the inversion of deformation fields as in Wang et al.
[2011].
Representative registration results yielded by the pro-
posed method are shown in Figure 8, where Figure 8A
extracts six consecutive slices from the FA map of a
selected image as subject. Figure 8B,C show corresponding
FA slices from the synthetic template and the deformed
subject after DTI registration via the proposed method,
respectively. By comparing Figure 8B,C, we can conclude
that the proposed method produces good structural align-
ment as the registration output is visually very close to the
template image. Comparison of the ground-truth deforma-
tion field in Figure 8D with the deformation field esti-
mated by the proposed method in Figure 8E gives a
similar conclusion.
We also performed a quantitative evaluation on the
registration accuracy by calculating the residual errors
between the estimated deformation fields and the ground-
truth deformation fields. Specifically, we compute the
deformation errors for all cases with respect to 12 white-
matter regions that are associated with major fiber bun-
dles. The average residuals are plotted in Figure 9. For all
regions, the proposed method has achieved lower errors
than DTI-TK, F-TIMER and the sequential method. The
overall deformation error given by the proposed method
is 0.57 mm, lower than 1.00 mm given by DTI-TK, 0.92
mm given by F-TIMER, and 0.65 mm given by the sequen-
tial method.
Our experiments indicate that connectivity features and
tensor features are complementary for improving registra-
tion accuracy. After disabling tensor features (i.e., by arbi-
trarily setting N t to 0), we are able to count contributions
from connectivity features only. The resulted errors of the
deformation fields are listed as CONN-DEMONS in Figure
9. Note that F-TIMER utilizes tensor features only. We can
conclude from Figure 9, however, that the accuracies of F-
TIMER and CONN-DEMONS are very similar. The overall
deformation error given by CONN-DEMONS is 0.93 mm,
close to F-TIMER yet much worse than the proposed
method. Though neither F-TIMER nor CONN-DEMONS
yields superior results independently, the accuracy of DTI
registration by utilizing the combinations of connectivity
Figure 7.
Average tract distances between registered subjects and the template for 18 manually delineated
neural tracts. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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features and tensor features in a proper manner (i.e., the
proposed method in Fig. 9) has increased significantly.
We also verified the influence of anchor placement to
the calculation of the connectivity features and thus the
registration performance. The template-subject correspond-
ences between pairs of anchors are important as the fun-
damentals for C-type landmarks to establish their own
correspondences. Usually, we align the atlas to the tem-
plate/subject via FLIRT [Jenkinson and Smith, 2001] and
diffeomorphic Demons [Vercauteren et al., 2009], which is
adopted by CONN-DEMONS, the sequential method, and
the proposed method. For comparison, we align the atlas
to both the template and subject spaces via FLIRT [Jenkin-
son and Smith, 2001] yet without deformable registration,
and then count contributions from connectivity features
only. The resulted errors of the deformation fields are
listed as CONN-AFFINE in Figure 9. Compared with
CONN-DEMONS, the accuracy of CONN-AFFINE locates
at a comparable level with the overall error 0.95 mm, even
though correspondences between pairs of anchors in tem-
plate and subject could be more reliable overall in CONN-
DEMONS than CONN-AFFINE. These results imply that
Figure 8.
FA slices from the subject (A), the template (B), and the results produced by the proposed
method (C) using the deformation field shown in (E). For comparison, the ground-truth defor-
mation field is shown in (D). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available
at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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the adaptive weighting strategy associated with connectiv-
ity features can select anchors with high confidences auto-
matically, thus alleviating reliability issues with the
connectivity features.
We performed additional evaluation by computing the
deformation errors associated with the landmarks, which
essentially steer the registration. We define three sets of
landmarks: Set 1 contains C-type landmarks; Set 2 contains
T-type landmarks sampled from FA edges; and Set 3 con-
tains T-type landmarks sampled from tensor edges. The
errors between the estimated deformations of landmarks
and their ground-truth deformations are listed in Table III.
The proposed method yields lower (p< 0.05) deformation
errors compared with DTI-TK, F-TIMER, and the sequen-
tial method for all selected landmarks.
By utilizing the residual deformation errors measured
from the synthetic dataset, we are further able to verify
the determination of g and the number of iterations, both
of which are important parameters in the proposed
method. In Figure 10, for illustration, we plot the overall
error averaged from all regions listed in Figure 9 for vari-
ous numbers of iterations. The results indicate that the
residual deformation error gradually reduces when more
iterations are allowed for optimization, stabilizing around
12 iterations. Therefore, the number of iterations is set as
12 for our method.
The number of active anchors, which is controlled by
the parameter g, plays a vital role in determining the per-
formance of our method. In Figure 11, we adjust the value
of g and plot the remaining number of active anchors as
Figure 9.
Average residual errors of the estimated deformation fields, compared with the ground-truth
deformation fields, in 12 white-matter regions that are associated with major fiber bundles.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
TABLE III. Deformation errors (unit: mm) for three different sets of landmarks
Landmarks DTI-TK F-TIMER Sequential method Proposed method
Set 1 1.159 6 0.190 0.923 6 0.140 0.527 6 0.118 0.437 6 0.106
Set 2 1.173 6 0.218 1.005 6 0.179 0.695 6 0.156 0.505 6 0.178
Set 3 1.177 6 0.284 0.978 6 0.232 0.541 6 0.117 0.502 6 0.133
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well as the average deformation error. Specifically, we set
g to 100 in our method, as the lowest deformation error is
most likely to be achieved. We conclude from Figure 11
that the number of active anchors can be reduced to 10%
of the total number of anchors. It is worth noting that the
error of the deformation fields drops drastically when g
slightly deviates from 0 (i.e., g51Þ. In fact, with g50, there
is no selection of the active anchors, meaning that incor-
rectly placed anchors (i.e., anchors in low-FA areas) will
undermine the registration performance. However, for any
positive g (i.e., g51), the mechanism that selects active
anchors starts to work and rejects these obviously wrong
anchors immediately. By increasing g, higher sparsity of
the active anchors is favored such that the number of
active anchors further drops. In general, we observe the
lowest deformation error in the vicinity of g5100 for our
method.
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this article, we have proposed a novel method for
DTI registration that unifies both connectivity and tensor
features. The connectivity features take advantage of the
tensor field to characterize each voxel and its relationship
with preplaced anchors. The tensor features focus more on
the appearance of tensors and capture the local statistics
for each voxel in its neighborhood. The two types of fea-
tures are complementary, and both benefit registration by
providing reliable ways to identify voxelwise correspond-
ences. After selecting landmarks that are crucial to regis-
tration, we collect their correspondence information based
on their connectivity/tensor features and optimize the
deformation field between the two images iteratively. The
moving subject image is warped to the template space fol-
lowing the estimated deformation field, with the deformed
tensors re-oriented afterward to preserve local connectivity
consistency. Our experimental results confirm that the
accuracy in DTI registration has been improved signifi-
cantly by using connectivity features and tensor features
simultaneously.
Tensor features reflect local characteristics of each voxel,
while connectivity features depict the relationship between
each voxel and remote anchors, providing a nonlocal means
of describing the voxel under consideration. Voxel similar-
ity based on connectivity features is directly related to the
accuracy of anchor placement. In the early stages of registra-
tion, landmarks are possibly far away from their true corre-
spondences and have to search within wide neighborhoods.
In this case, correspondence detection is difficult using
locally defined tensor features, and the nonlocal connectiv-
ity features are more robust in estimating the desired dis-
placement for each landmark. As registration progresses to
the end, however, we focus more on tensor features—the
confidences of correspondences between anchors may
restrict connectivity features to sustain granulated refine-
ment in late correspondence detection.
We apply the fast marching method to compute connec-
tivity features. The resulting geodesic distance, however, is
asymmetric due to numerical errors. In other words, the
computed distance from voxel a to b could be slightly
Figure 10.
The average residual error between the estimated deformation
fields and the ground truth, in 12 white-matter regions, changes
according to different numbers of iterations used in the pro-
posed method. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,
which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
Figure 11.
The average residual error between the estimated deformation fields and the ground truth, as
well as the number of active anchors, changes according to g. [Color figure can be viewed in the
online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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different from the distance from b to a. This issue is also
reflected in Eqs. (6)–(8) during the estimation of the confi-
dences between individual pairs of anchors. We define the
connectivity features for each voxel as the distances from
anchors to the voxel under consideration. In this way, we
only need to calculate the time arrival maps that are asso-
ciated with all anchors. We can expedite the computation
of connectivity features via parallelization.
Connectivity features, as well as tensor features, contrib-
ute to correspondence detection for landmarks and estima-
tion of the final deformation field. It is thus critical to
accurately compute voxel features for registration perform-
ance. In particular, we expect high confidence of the corre-
spondence between a specific pair of anchors in the
template and the to-be-registered subject. To this end, we
have introduced a strategy that adaptively weights individ-
ual entries in the connectivity feature vector when compar-
ing the similarity of two voxels. Only a limited number of
active anchor pairs are assigned with non-zero confidences
and preserved for image registration. We assume the confi-
dence of the placement of an individual pair of anchors is
independent of the confidence for every other pair. Thus,
any two anchor pairs can be treated independently in com-
puting the connectivity features for individual voxels. Our
assumption is based on the following observations:
1. Using deformable registration, the placement error
associated with each anchor can be propagated to a
neighborhood of limited size. However, our anchors
that signify anatomical areas are not closely located
with others in general. Since the anchors are rela-
tively sparse (108 anchors vs. hundreds of thousands
of voxels) and well-separated in space, their mutual
effect can be safely neglected.
2. An anchor is calculated as the gravity center of an
associated warped ROI. Therefore, the accuracy in
placing an anchor is not directly correlated with the
accuracy in placing an entire ROI. For example, given
a well-placed ROI, the corresponding anchor could
still be possibly placed in a low-FA area and then
excluded from contributing to the registration. As the
result, it is nonevident to conclude that even the reli-
abilities of neighboring anchors are highly related.
3. Our experiments indicate that the proposed method is
robust to reasonable accuracy in placing the anchors.
For example, we have tried using both affine registra-
tion (i.e., FLIRT) and nonrigid registration (i.e., Diffeo-
morphic Demons) for warping the atlas to the
template/subject space. The two methods differ signif-
icantly in terms of registration accuracy; however,
using the anchors placed by these different methods,
the performance of our method does not differ
significantly.
We currently control the strengths of connectivity fea-
tures and tensor features empirically, as the numbers of C-
type and T-type landmarks are associated with the itera-
tive progress of registration. The scheme is partly based
on our previous work in Wang et al. [2011] and show
improved registration performances according to the
experiments. Since we arbitrary select the proportion of C-
type and T-type landmarks, a better, yet more compli-
cated, approach might be to allow automated allocation of
the number of landmarks for each type of feature.
Currently, we evaluate the performance of our method
on normal adult data only, as the demographic informa-
tion is provided in “Real Dataset” section. It would be
interesting to evaluate our method using images from
patients who are suffering from neurodegenerative disor-
ders. Since the proposed method leverages the hybrid of
local tensor and global connectivity information, we
believe it will help improve alignment of images with
large anatomical differences. However, we note that our
method might be affected by the alteration of connectivity
patterns associated with the disorders. Further investiga-
tion is thus required to evaluate how changes in connec-
tivity affect registration. Another shortcoming of our
method, in our opinion, lies in the fact that the re-
orientation of tensors is not explicitly included in the opti-
mization process. In the future, it would be interesting to
study how explicit reorientation optimization improves the
performance of our method.
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